Return to the City of Joseph
Modern Mormonism’s Contest for the Soul of Nauvoo
SCOTT C. ESPLIN
The Midwest’s Mormon Mecca and the question of “Whose Nauvoo?”

“Esplin thoughtfully chronicles the birth, death, and resurrection of Nauvoo from a variety of Mormon perspectives. He deftly analyzes why this religious settlement on the Mississippi has engendered such conflict and reconciliation. Highly recommended.”—Reid L. Neilson, Assistant Church Historian and Recorder, LDS Church

Scott C. Esplin’s social history looks at how Nauvoo’s different groups have sparred over heritage and historical memory. Examining the recent and present-day struggles to define the town, Esplin probes the values of the local groups while placing Nauvoo at the center of Mormonism’s attempt to carve a role for itself within the greater narrative of American history.
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Lost Legacy
The Mormon Office of Presiding Patriarch
Second Edition
IRENE M. BATES AND E. GARY SMITH
This second edition, revised and supplemented by author E. Gary Smith, includes a new chapter on Eldred G. Smith, the General Authority Emeritus who was the final Presiding Patriarch. It also updates the text and provides a new preface by E. Gary Smith.

“[A] fascinating story. . . . For Latter-day Saints who revere Church authorities as inspired prophets, the book will undoubtedly read a little like an exposé. . . . Far from demeaning the authorities, this illuminating history can reassure readers that difficult problems are sensitively handled in the upper councils of the Church.”
—BYU Studies
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Mormons, Musical Theater, and Belonging in America
JAKE JOHNSON
Merges the study of belonging in America with scholarship on voice and popular music to explore the surprising yet profound link between two quintessentially American institutions.
“Jake Johnson illuminates theatricality in religion itself, with Mormonism as his focus. I encountered surprises throughout.”—Michael Hicks, author of The Mormon Tabernacle Choir: A Biography
Paperback $25.00; E-book $19.95
Publication supported by a grant from the AMS 75 PAYS Endowment of the American Musicological Society, funded in part by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. A volume in the series Music in American Life
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The *Journal of Mormon History* aspires to be the preeminent journal worldwide in the field of Mormon history, fostering independent scholarly research into all aspects of the Mormon past, and publishing rigorously peer-reviewed articles and book reviews that meet the highest levels of originality, literary quality, accuracy, and relevance.

*Journal of Mormon History* is published by the University of Illinois Press on behalf of the Mormon History Association.
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Since 1989, the Mormon Studies Review published review essays to help serious readers make informed choices and judgments about books and other publications on topics related to the Latter-day Saint religious tradition. These publications, originally produced by the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS), included substantial freestanding essays that made further contributions to the field of Mormon studies. The journal was originally called Review of Books on the Book of Mormon beginning in 1989, then FARMS Review of Books in 1996, followed by The FARMS Review in 2003. In 2011 the journal was renamed Mormon Studies Review.